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A B S T R A C T

This paper establishes two accurate inverter models featuring local voltage control Q(V): a non-linear Simulink
model and a small signal model. While the non-linear model can be used to perform arbitrary analyses of
transient events, the small signal model’s purpose is to be incorporated in grid models to study small signal
stability and possible interactions. Both models are build bottom up from grid filter and PWM to the cascaded
power controllers and Q(V) and are designed in dq0 components. High resolution laboratory measurements are
used for verification and design parameters are specified to assure reproducibility. The emerging small signal
model can be interpreted as a dynamic admittance and therefore easily be included in power system stability
analyses.

Nomenclature

The notation used throughout the paper is stated below for quick
reference. Other symbols are defined as needed in the text.
Abbreviations

FRO Frequency Response Optimum
MIMO/SISO Multiple Input Multiple Output/Single Input Single

Output
PWM Pulse Width Modulation
(DDSRF)-PLL (Double Decoupled Synchronous Reference Frame)

Phase-Locked-Loop
PT1/2 First/second order lag element
Q(V),Q(ΔV) Local voltage control strategy by means of reactive power
Sr Rated apparent power
TO Technical Optimum
Ts Computational sample time
VSI Voltage Source Inverter.

Variables and Symbols

vg
abc grid voltage in phase domain (abc)

vpcc
αβ0 voltage at the Point of Common Coupling in a stationary

reference frame (αβ0)

ig
dq0 grid current in a synchronous (rotating) reference frame

(dq0)
′ig

dq0 grid current in a variant synchronous (rotating) reference
frame (dq0′)

s laplace operator (to be interpreted as the derivative operator
s= d/dt, where appropriate)

J matrix equivalent to the complex operator j
ϕ t( )pll time dependent PLL transformation angle
KQ V max(Δ ), linearized Q( VΔ )-characteristic ̂= maximum differential gain
F s( )x controller transfer function in laplace domain
G s( )x general SISO tranfer function in laplace domain
G s( )x general MIMO tranfer function in laplace domain
T s( )x summarized transfer function terms in laplace domain
Tαβ0 transformation matrix to a stationary reference frame (αβ0)
Tdq0 transformation matrix to a synchronous (rotating) reference

frame (dq0)
−T ϕ transformation matrix for a rotation of −ϕ around the 0-axis

Y i input admittance of a VSI
Zl line impedance

+ −Zl
/ /0 positive/negative/zero sequence line impedance.

1. Introduction

When it comes to the integration of dispersed generation from re-
newable energy sources within distribution grids, maintaining accep-
table voltage levels becomes one of the main issues. By deploying a
clever mix of centralized and decentralized voltage regulating systems,
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the problem may be solved economically and effectively [1]. The
highest efficiency in decentralized voltage control is provided by the
voltage dependent reactive power control Q(V) [2–4], which will be
appointed as standard in the upcoming german low voltage grid code
VDE-AR-N 4105 in 2018. But due to its feedback-loop character in-
volving the line impedances, stability and interaction issues can arise,
which may show up in the form of oscillations or interexchanges of
reactive power [5–7]. To securely select and recommend stable con-
figuration parameters for the Q(V) control under varying grid condi-
tions, in-depth inverter and grid models are to be studied. This paper
contributes to the solution by establishing an accurate inverter model
for transient stability and interactions analyses in dq0-domain with
each inverter module (i.e. current controller, power controller, etc.)
being validated against laboratory measurements. In subsequent re-
search, multiple instances of this parameterizable model are integrated
into low and mid voltage distribution grids to build comprehensive
dynamic system models for transient stability and interaction analyses.
Using these models, parameter ranges for stable and safe operation as
well as for desired transient responses can be identified and re-
commendations for the future integration of decentralized ancillary
services like Q(V) can be given.

2. General idea

The general idea of modelling an inverter by a current source and a
paralleled input admittance was developed in the past decades [8,9]
and has been used to facilitate many different aspects of grid-connected
inverters. Applications range from general stability aspects and appro-
priate parametrization [9] over to the analysis of low-frequency oscil-
lations in electric railways [10] and the investigation of stability of
combined voltage and current controlled inverters [11,12] to unsym-
metric small signal models handling positive and negative sequences
[13]. Nevertheless, grid supporting functions like Q(V) or P(f) have
never been investigated within a detailed small signal model and most
published inverter models do not come with specified nor validated
parameters. In recent works on Q(V), rudimentary control loops [14]
and enhanced but unverified models [7] have been employed for first
insights into the topic. Rather than deriving a generalized model with
assumed parameters, this paper establishes a small signal model
alongside a non-linear MATLAB®-Simulink model (clock cycle of
16 kHz, no additional linearizations) and compares both to laboratory
measurements to maintain plausibility. For increased acceptance, the
authors aim for reproducibility of the results. Generally, a three-phase,
grid-connected voltage source inverter (VSI) is modelled as shown in
Fig. 1a, with the grid voltage vg and the grid current ig as well as the line
impedance Zl. Let the inverter have two input values being the voltage
at the point of common coupling (PCC) vpcc and a reference signal in
form of a current iref . Hence, Fig. 1a can be transformed to Fig. 1b [8].
With the inverter current =i G i·inv ii refref , the grid current becomes

= + =
+

+i i Y v I
I Y Z

G i Y v·
·

·( · · ).g inv i pcc
i l

ii ref i gref (1)

The resulting denominator +I Y Z( · )i l is often referred to as ‘minor
feedback loop’ and has significant influence on the poles of the system,
which makes it the main subject to stability analyses. Since the im-
pedance Zl is known, Y i is left to be defined. It has already been stated

in [9] that implementing a STATCOM function (similar to a Q(V)
functionality) leads to a dq0-unsymmetric input admittance. Therefore,
complex transfer functions as in [15,16] cannot be used and the system
has to be modelled in the form of a real 3× 3 matrix in dq0-domain.

If not stated otherwise, superscripts describe the domain being
modelled in, as for example iinv

dq0 is the inverter current in dq0-domain
and vpcc

αβ0 is the PCC voltage in αβ0-domain. While single input single
output (SISO) transfer functions are capitalized, multiple input multiple
output (MIMO) transfer functions and matrices are additionally bold-
faced. Complex variables are underlined and vectors are uncapitalized
and boldfaced. For the sake of simplicity, time dependency is usually
left out of the equations. The matrix identifiers G s( ) and F s( ) are used
for general and controller transfer functions in Laplace domain, re-
spectively. T s( ) stands for summarized terms in Laplace domain and is
not to be confused with the transformation matrices introduced in the
next chapter.

Fig. 2 shows all inverter modules and their interconnections, which
are to be modelled in the following chapters.

3. Reference frames and transformations

Of particular interest in this paper are the well known Clarke and
Park transformations resulting in a stationary (αβ0) and a synchronous
(dq0) reference frame, respectively. Both transformation matrices in (2)
and (3) are defined for instantaneous values and will result in real
numbers for each component.
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The matrix −T ωt is equivalent to a complex rotation by −e jωt around
the 0-component. It should be pointed out, that the transformation from
a stationary to a synchronous reference frame corresponds to a fre-
quency shift in frequency domain, and therefore projects the synchro-
nous frequency ω onto the origin (= 0 rad/s). Let G s( )αβ0 be a transfer
function with the Laplace operator s1 as in

= = + +y G v Gs s diag a b s a b s( )· with ( ) ([ · · 1]).αβ αβ αβ αβ0 0 0 0 (4)

Fig. 1. Representation of a grid-connected VSI (a) as an input admittance (b).

Fig. 2. Modules and interconnections of the inverter model.

1 The Laplace operator s shall be interpreted as the derivative operator =s d dt/ , where
appropriate.
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